
 

Here are some details on how I made this quilt: 

This one was made using 70 squares.  10 rows that are each 7 squares across.  (It is about the size 

of two baby quilts put together.) 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS 

Purchase 1 meter each of 4 different patterned fabrics.   

BACKING OPTION 

Purchase 4 meters of a plain broadcloth for the back side   

Purchase 1 meter each of 4 different patterned fabrics 

BATTING 

Purchase 4 meters of cotton batting 

SUPPLIES 

8” Square 

6” Square 

Coordinating thread or grey, white,  

 



Rotary cutter 

Mat 

Sewing Machine 

Scissors *spring scissors recommended 

DIRECTIONS 

Cut your top and back fabric into 8”x8”  squares 

TIP: use an 8” square – makes cutting fast and accurate 

Cut your batting into 6 inches x 6 inches.   

 TIP: use a 6” square – makes cutting fast and accurate 

TIP: cut out your fabric into 8” (6”) strips, then cross cut 8” (6”)  

Place your backing right side down on your cutting mat, place a 6”x6” piece of batting on top 

centered, center your 8”x8” top square right side up, set aside. 

Complete all your squares this way. 

Once complete, you will be sewing an “X” across each square so that you are securing your 

squares with a piece of batting in between them.  

You can speed sew these together (“daisy chain”) by simply stitching a seam across from one 

corner point to the opposite corner point, and then slide in your next square, point first, under 

the foot of your sewing machine being sure to continue sewing the seams point to point until you 

have one seam across all of  your squares.  They will all be connected and when you have finished 

all of your squares you can then snip with your scissors to cut them apart from each other.   

Once your squares are all separated, it’s time to do the same thing over again so that you have a 

stitched seam running across the diagonal from the opposite side, point to point.   When finished, 

you should have a nice “X” across all of your quilt squares. 

The next step is to take all of your quilt squares and lay them out on the floor in a pattern that 

you like.   Once you like the pattern you have laid out, it’s now time to stitch the square together 

into row.  



With the back sides ( your backing fabric) together, Stitch together two squares side to side @ 

½” NOT ¼”.  Keep attaching the squares on the side edge to the row you are working on.  Once 

all are stitched together, do a double check to make sure all of your ragged seam allowanced are 

on the pattern side and that your back side (your backing fabric) is neat and smooth.    

Once you have all of your squares sewn  into rows, you can now start sewing your rows together 

to form the quilt.   Again, you will be sewing your rows together with the back sides of the squares 

together.  NOW is the time to break out your pins.  Be especially careful to pin and sew your rows 

together one at a time and match up your seams between each row so that your back side looks 

nice.   Fold one seam one way, one seam the other (this cuts back on bulkiness!).*TIP – have your 

back piece folding down so it is going with your sewing machine so you don’t have to watch   

Once all of your rows are stitched together, stitch around the outer edge of your entire quilt 

about 5/8 to 1/2 inch in from the edge. *TIP: snip by each side seam first because it folds the 

fabric nicely for you so you don’t have to fight it. You will be snipping that outer edge of your 

quilt and it will have a fringed look to it.  There is no binding to sew.   


